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Attachment 1 – Gold Coast Aquatic Centre Concept Seating Capacity and Overlay Plan 
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With the Gold Coast expected to experience the largest population growth in Queensland and an 
extra 500,000 people expected to call it home by 2046, the Council is actively planning for this 
growth. Therefore, in addition to existing community and sporting facilities outlined above, we are 
focused on delivering community facilities to accommodate this growth and ensure we are 
supporting social, community, sporting and cultural outcomes for our residents and visitors alike 
reinforcing the Council’s position that these assets should be planned and delivered for the ultimate 
purpose of benefitting the Gold Coast community. 

Of particular relevance to the Games program, the Council is looking to construct a 12,000-seat 
multipurpose arena, with plans well advanced. This facility once constructed could be utilised as 
part of the Games, at no cost to the Queensland Government and decreasing the impost on 
Queensland taxpayers.  

In addition to the Council and State-owned facilities within the city, we also have existing 
accommodation facilities such as the RACV Royal Pines Resort, our vast suite of existing hotel 
accommodation and multiple approved development applications for major accommodation 
opportunities that could be considered as satellite athlete village options. This would be completely 
in keeping with the “new norms” espoused by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and we 
note of course that a similar approach was successfully used by both the AFL and NRL when they 
established hubs on the Gold Coast during the Covid pandemic. 

The independent review of the infrastructure identified within the South-East Queensland Bid is 
welcomed by the City and is expected to support the sentiments from the IOC on the quality of our 
facilities within the city.  

Candidature Commitments 

Council would also seek the Review Panel’s consideration of our Candidature commitments to the 
IOC and importantly, the legacy aspirations espoused through Elevate 2042, which commits us to 
delivering a sustainable Games that minimises our carbon footprint. AOC President, Mr Ian 
Chesterman AM has also indicated a strong preference for the use of existing facilities in his recent 
media statements. Los Angeles 2028 and Paris 2024 have adopted a similar approach with no new 
venues being built for Los Angeles and only one venue constructed for Paris 2024. Through the 
use of the Gold Coast’s existing assets outlined and proposed above, we as a region would be well 
placed to emulate this positive precedent set by our fellow host cities. 

To further support our candidature commitments for the Games, the Council is prepared to fund, or 
at least co-fund depending on precise requirements, any required capital improvements for Gold 
Coast facilities that are confirmed for the Games sport competition program (subject to local 
community return on investment).  

Council also notes that some sports already allocated to the Gold Coast, for example judo and 
weightlifting, might be prime candidates to move to other cities in South East Queensland to 
ensure, to the fullest extent possible, an equitable spread of Games events. 

As evident through the sentiments in this letter, the Council has bold ambitions for its contribution 
to the Games as we advocate for permanent legacy outcomes that will enhance, accelerate and 
improve the Gold Coast and the region well beyond 2032 and we remain committed to supporting 
our Partners to ensure we host the best Olympic and Paralympic Games to date in 2032. 
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Existing Gold Coast venues 
that could be utilised within 
the Venue Master Plan as 
competition venues

Gold Coast Aquatic Centre 08

Heritage Bank Stadium 10

Pizzey Park Skate Park  12

World Class BMX Freestyle Facility  14

Gold Coast Hockey Centre 15

Regatta Waters Lake at Damian Leeding Memorial Park 16

RACV Royal Pines Resort Golf Course 17

Current initiatives underway 18

Optional venue proposals 20
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The City will deliver the venue at no additional capital cost. 
However, should a roof be required, a $100m investment 

will be required. The City would be prepared to contribute 
towards this cost.

GCAC Value Proposition

The GCAC is an existing FINA international level 
facility (fit-for-purpose) that would provide value for 
money through reduced construction and overlay 
costs as it sits in a current competition precinct, 
improved deliverability through the venue being an 
existing aquatic centre, and previous construction 
knowledge from the centre’s upgrade in 2014. 

The venue hosts a significant number of elite 
event and high-performance camps, and 
welcomes more than 600,000 patrons annually, 
thus providing community benefit. This number 
is expected to grow significantly over the next 
20 years due to high population growth. As 
such, the need for improved aquatic facilities 
would provide further outstanding community 
legacy, delivering both social and economic 
benefit to the Gold Coast and Queensland.
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The advantages of this venue’s inclusion in the 
Master Plan is that it is already located within a 
competition hub, with Judo, Wrestling (Olympics) 
and Boccia (Paralympics) already proposed in 
the precinct. This gives potential to streamline 
overlay cost, including transport, spectator 
movement and security. The venue would need 
to be upgraded, not start afresh (deliverability). 
In addition to this the venue could be included 
in the broader precinct upgrade program, 
thus streamlining costs (value for money) 

The City will provide capital investment should 
 improvements be required.

Image credit: Cricket Australia/Brisbane Heat Cricket

Heritage Bank Stadium has hosted a variety 
of major events with significant patronage. It’s 
flexibility enables the stadium to be considered 
for a variety of sports within the Olympic and 
Paralympic program and has a broader footprint 
which would enable last mile, transport and 
sponsor activations (fit-for-purpose). The use of 
the facility for the Games would further support 
the City’s, State’s and AFL’s investment into 
the precinct, delivering a greater legacy to the 
community, delivering both social and economic 
benefit to the Gold Coast and Queensland. 

Heritage Bank Stadium Value Proposition
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Pizzey Park Skate Park is a hub for action sports. 
The park would only require an extension/minor 
upgrade of the facility to full Olympic standard 
(fit-for-purpose) that would provide value for 
money through reduced construction and overlay 
costs and improved deliverability through recent 
construction knowledge of the Skate Park. 

Pizzey Park Skate Park Value Proposition

The City will provide capital investment should 
 improvements be required.

Having an Olympic venue publicly available 
to both locals and our visitors would provide 
outstanding community legacy, delivering 
both social and economic benefit to the 
Gold Coast and Queensland. The proximity 
of the park to the new Stage 3 light rail 
(currently being delivered) and Games Village 
(Robina) provides additional benefits and 
promotes active transport opportunities. 
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The City recently undertook a Problem and 
Opportunity Statement process to engage global 
entertainment industry leaders, developers, and 
investors on delivery of an indoor entertainment 
arena for audiences of up to 12,000 pax. 
Significant international and national syndicates 
expressed interest in the opportunity. 

A detailed assessment will run through to March 
2024, with a report to be taken to Council in mid-
2024 outlining a proposed way forward for the next 
stage of the market process. The assessment will 
consider any other suitable sites that satisfy the 
project pillars and desirable site characteristics for 
an indoor entertainment arena. 

Current initiatives underway

12,000 Seat Multi-purpose Arena

Image credit: ARM Architecture

This venue could be used as a Games competition 
venue for a variety of sports including basketball, 
boxing, handball, and gymnastics (Olympics), 
wheelchair basketball and goalball (Paralympics). 
It should be noted that this venue is commercially 
led, as such it is anticipated that the funding for 
construction would be a public/private partnership, 
thus reducing capital works requirements from 
Government and the Games.
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The Southport Sharks AFL Club leases a parcel of land from 
the State Government adjacent to the Gold Coast Health and 
Knowledge Precinct and less than a kilometre away from the 
Gold Coast Hockey Centre and the nearest light rail station. 

The Sharks have developed a Master Plan that seeks 
to upgrade the facility into one of Australia’s premier 
sport, leisure and entertainment precincts. 

The centrepiece of the plan is a boutique stadium catering in 
legacy for 10,000 pax. Should the Games consider using this, 
temporary seating could increase this to 20,000-30,000 pax. 

Significant demand for community sport and major events along 
with deman for additional high-performance opportunities has 
seen the need to fast track the development of a new Gold 
Coast Sports Precinct Master Plan. The precinct will seek to:

1. enable high-performance precinct to attract 
and retain existing opportunities

2. cater for local and regional needs

3. support broader commercial outcomes and 
maximises overall efficiency of the site.

The precinct, which includes Heritage Bank Stadium and the Gold 
Coast Sports and Leisure Centre - proposed to host Judo, Wrestling 
(Olympics) and Boccia (Paralympics) competitions.  
The Master Plan includes additional indoor and high-performance 
training and competition facilities which requires additional indoor 
and high-performance training and competition facilities which 
could be utilised for Games competition and training. Please 
refer to Attachment 2 for further detail regarding this initiative.

The Endless Surf Wave Pool recently received development 
approval at Parkwood, which is located in the central Gold Coast. 

The development will transform the current golf course into a world-
class integrated golf and surf precinct. The project will include the 
‘Endless Surf Wave Lagoon’, an upgraded 18-hole golf course, as 
well as residential, hotel, retail, entertainment and dining facilities. 

The wave pool has been intentionally designed to 
meet community to international level surfing with the 
technology delivering near limitless wave customisation 
and industry-leading operating flexibility. 

Southport Sharks Master Plan

Gold Coast Sports Precinct Master Plan

Endless Surf Wave Pool, Parkwood 

Image credits: Urban Sports Fest
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Sport Current venue
Current capital 
cost (if known)

Alternative option
  

   

Competition venues

Aquatics -  
Swimming

Brisbane Arena  
(new build, temp pool)

$2.5b
(Post bid)

Gold Coast Aquatic Centre
   

  

    

         
       

    

       

Aquatics -  
Water Polo, Diving and 
Artistic Swimming

Brisbane Aquatic  
Centre (Chandler)

$27.1m 
(2021 bid)

Gold Coast Aquatic Centre

  

    

         
       

    

       

 

Athletics
Brisbane Cricket 
Ground

$2.7b 
(Post bid)

Heritage Bank Stadium

  

    

         
       

    

Canoe (Slalom)
Redland Whitewater 
Centre

$35.7m 
(2021 bid)

Penrith Whitewater Centre, NSW
  

    
 

Golf
Royal Queensland  
Golf Club

RACV Royal Pines Golf Course

  

    

    

     

Hockey Ballymore Stadium Gold Coast Hockey Centre

  

    

         
       

    

   
   

 

   

Optional venue proposals
Based on the information available publicly, it is recommended that the 
following be considered as potential options in the Venue Master Plan.
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Capital cost 
required

Benefit of change Potential saving

 

      
    

   
<$100m if roof 

required

• existing venue

• tested international event facility

• located within a current Games competition hub, providing 
the opportunity to streamline overlay cost including 
transport, spectator movement and security

• LG co-contribution for any specified upgrade requirements.

$2.5b

   
    
 

   
 

 
 

   $0

• existing venue

• tested international event facility

• located within a current Games competition hub, providing 
the opportunity to streamline overlay cost including 
transport, spectator movement and security

• LG co-contribution for any specified upgrade requirements.

$27.1m (2021)

   
 

  $0

• existing venue

• tested international event facility

• located within a current Games competition hub, providing 
the opportunity to streamline overlay cost including 
transport, spectator movement and security.

$2.7b

 
   

 
   $0

• existing venue

• tested international event facility.
$35.7m (2021)

   
 

    $0

• existing venue

• tested international event facility

• efficient use of resources

• ease of access to venue.

$0

    $0

• existing venue

• tested international event facility

• located within a current Games competition hub, providing 
the opportunity to streamline overlay cost including 
transport, spectator movement and security

$2m saving on 
building pitch and 
reinstating existing

Total potential saving > $5b
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Sport Current venue
Current capital 
cost (if known)

Alternative option
  

   

Other venues

Cricket Not yet in program N/A

Heritage Bank Stadium, Gold Coast

    

    

         
       

    

Southport Sharks, Gold Coast
        

     

          

Cycling -  
BMX Freestyle

Victoria Park, Brisbane Temporary venue

Pizzey Park, Gold Coast

    

      

          
       

     

Gold Coast Sports Precinct

    

    

         
       

    

Skate Not yet in program Temporary venue Pizzey Park, Gold Coast

   

    

          
       

     

Sprint Canoe
Wyaralong Flat Water 
Centre

Temporary venue
Regatta Waters Lake at Damien Leeding 
Memorial Park

  

    

     

   

Surfing Not yet in program Temporary venue
Snapper Rocks or 
Gold Coast Endless Surf Wave Pool

   

    

   

Various indoor sport 
competition

Permanent venue 12,000 seat entertainment venue   

       

        

         

   

Optional venue proposals
Based on the information available publicly available it is recommended that 
the following be considered as potential options in the Venue Master Plan.
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Capital cost 
required

Benefit of change Potential saving

 

   

    

$0

• within existing competition hub

• tested international event facility

• located within a current Games competition hub, providing 
the opportunity to streamline overlay cost including 
transport, spectator movement and security

   
• proposed master plan development with existing sporting 

field reducing overlay and infrastructure costs.

• close to light rail, Health & Knowledge Precinct and Southport.

   
 

   

   

$0

• tested international event facility

• close to light rail and Village

• long term facility legacy in line with AIS, Cycling 
Australia and Skate Australia endorsed Action Sport 
High-performance Hub on the Gold Coast.

   

• within existing competition hub

• tested international event facility

• located within a current Games competition hub, providing 
the opportunity to streamline overlay cost including 
transport, spectator movement and security.

       $0

• existing skate venue

• tested international event facility

• long term facility legacy in-line with AIS, QAS, Cycling 
Australia and Skate Australia endorsed Action Sport 
High-performance Hub on the Gold Coast.

 
   

 
      

 
$0

• existing venue

• efficient use of resources

• ease of access to venue

• improved legacy outcomes.

    
   

     
$0

• world-renowned surf break

• existing international event location

• improved legacy outcomes.

   
    $238m (2021 bid)

• replace propsed new centre built for Games

• no capital cost for State or Federal Governments

• delivered by City of Gold Coast and private investment

• improved legacy outcomes.
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